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Abstract
A framework for statistical evaluation, control and AOA

improvement of wind tunnel measurement processes is NF
presented. The methodology is adapted from elements
of the Measurement Assurance Plans developed by the NF,_
National Bureau of Standards (now the National PM
Institute of Standards and Technology)for standards

and calibration laboratories. The present methodology PM,,_,
is based on the notions of statistical quality control
(SQC) together with check standard testing and a A2

small number of customer repeat-run sets. The results

of check standard and customer repeat-run sets are B
analyzed using the statistical control chart methods of C
Walter A. Shewhart long familiar to the SQC
community. Control chart results are presented for. CA

various measurement processes in five facilities at
Langley Research Center. The processes include test CM__

section calibration, force and moment measurements C v
with a balance, and instrument calibration.

c.

C"

Nomenclature

A proportionality coefficient (see Eq. 20)

AF uncorrected axial-force in balance axis

angle of attack
uncorrect_ normall_orce in baqance axis

system
balance normal force limit

uncorrected pitching moment in balance
axis system

balance pitching moment limit

coefficient of R for computing lower and

upper control limits for 2)

proportionality coefficient (see Eq. 21)
proportionality coefficient (see Eq. 27)
uncorrected axial-force coefficient in

balance axis system

Mach number ratio (see Eq. 12)

uncorrected normal-force coefficient in

balance axis system

uncorrected pitching-moment coefficient

in baTance axis system
calibration coefficient for low-speed

tunnels (see Eq. 8)
system

AFm_ balance axial force limit

* Aerospace Technologist, Associate Fellow AIAA
t •

Semor Aeronauhcal Engineer

x Aeronautical Engineering Specialist

d 2 coefficient used to remove bias when

using R or mR as an estimator for o"

D3 coefficient of R for computing lower

control limits for Rj

D4 coefficient of R for computing upper
D

Aerospace Technologtst control limits for Rj
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Mach number inferred from tunnel

indicated stagnation pressure and

measured nozzle block position

Mach number inferred from wall static

pressure and tunnel indicated stagnation

pressure

Mach number on the test section

centerline

number of observations in a group

static pressure

stagnation pressure

dynamic pressure on the test section

centerline

range of group j

average of group ranges

scale factor for balance force coefficients

(see Eq. 32)

reference area for balance force and

moment coefficients

value of an individual measurement

average value of a set of individual

measurements

average value of measurements in

group j

grand average of group averages

population mean

estimate of the population mean

correlation coefficient

population standard deviation

estimate of the population standard
deviation

estimated population standard deviation

for individual values of measurements

made during a single test

estimated population standard deviation

for individual values of measurements

made during identical tests

between-group

within-group

centerline

data quality assurance

Langley Research Center (NASA)
lower control limit

Langley Wind Tunnel Enterprise

Measurement Assurance Plan

National Bureau of Standards

National Institute of Standards and

Technology

SQC statistical quality control

UCL upper control limit

Introduction
At the 19th AIAA Advanced Measurement

Technology and Ground Testing Conference in 1996,

the first author presented an outline of the data

quality assurance program that has been adopted by

the Langley Wind Tunnel Enterprise (LWTE)] The

key features of the program as presented in the 1996

paper are

I. Measurement assurance based on statistical quality
control (SQC), 2-5

2. Pre-test measurement uncertainty prediction to insure

that the data quality objectives of a test can actually be
met, 6-7

3, National standard corrections and procedures, most

notably, correction of wall and support interference to
the reference condition known as "free-air". 89 Round-

robin testing would be used to remove rernaining
residuals between facilities. +

The present paper is divided into two main parts. In

the first part, we present the general statistical

framework and its rational for the LWTE data quality

assurance program. In the second part, we present the

procedures that the nine subscribing facilities have

adopted for obtaining and analyzing the statistical

data, together with examples from five facilities. We

close with some final remarks on implementation of

such a program and interpretation of the data. An

outline of the rest of the paper is presented for

convenience below. A description of the present

work on the third program feature listed above is

given elsewhere, s

Statistical Framework

Inference, Deduction and Doubt

Simple Statistical Control and Shewhart's Charts

Charts for Grouped Data
Charts for Individuals

Eisenhart and Complex Statistical Control

Cameron and Check Standard Testing
Schumacher, Customer Repeat-Sets, and Scaling

LWTE Methodology and Examples

Selection and Care of the Check Standards
Test Condition Check Standard

A irframe Check Standard
Selection of the Check Standard Test Matrices

Test Condition Matrix

Airframe Matrix

Analysis of the Test-Condition Data
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Control Charts
Plots of Individual Values

Analysis of the Airframe Balance Data
Control Charts

..... : _-. Quick-look Plots
L_usi_FnerRepeat Sets

Interim Method for Scaling
Within-Group Checks
Within-Test Checks

Control-Chart Checks of Scaling Method
Reporting Measurement Reproducibility

Final Remarks

Statistical Framework

Inference, Deduction and Doubt

Experimentalists have long recognized that variation
in supposedly identical repetitions of a precision
measurement is to be expected. 5 Eventually, it was
recognized that the results of repeated experiments
could be considered to be the elements of a virtual

population, the characteristics of which could be
inferred by sampling. 3,s'_° Statistical inference is the
process of estimating the parameters of that
population and statistical deduction is the process of
deducing the properties of samples from the
population, t_ This relationship is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 1 taken from Bury) _

there is no population to talk about or from which

to deduce the properties of samples, including any
measurement sample of interest to the customer. It
is this doubt about whether there exists a population
in the statistical sense 3'5't° that makes it difficult to

assign risk to a decision based on the measurement.

Note that by doubt we_ not mean that we are
ignorant of the type of distribution. The type of
distribution is relatively unimportant in ground
testing. Rather, by doubt, we mean that we are unable
to say, with any quantitative degree of certainty, that
there is a population at all, Gaussian or otherwise, t

Simple Statistical Control and Shewhart's
Charts

The key population parameters for measurement are
the mean, /1, and the standard deviation, or. We

consider the mean to he the right answer, subject to
corrections, and the standard deviation to be the
standard uncertainty (for a single measurement) for
whatever process variation is being expressed. For a
population well-described by a Gaussian distribution,
they are the only parameters. It also turns out that
they are the only parameters of interest for almost
any ground testing measurement population.

Statistics

(inductive reasoning) '[ _opuia[i_n

Probability
(deductive reasoning)

Figure 1 - The relationship between statistical inference
and deduction (Buryll).

Both inference and deduction are essential for our
statistical framework. But an additional notion is
required which is that of "doubt" and the removal of
it. 3

The definition of doubt which we have found to be

closest to our intended meaning was given by
Webster _2 in his first dictionary (1828) as follows:

A fluctuation of mind respecting truth or propriety,
arising from defect of knowledge or evidence;
uncertainty of mind, suspense; unsettled state of
opinion...

Following the above definition, we mean doubt about
the stability and meaning of the measurement process
itself in a statistical sense. If the measurement
process is not stable in both mean and dispersion,

Sample characteristics can be used to make estimates
of the population parameters if and only if it is
known and confirmed that there is a population. For

example, the sample average, .7, is an unbiased
estimator t for the value of /1 and the sample

variance, S 2, is an unbiased estimator for the value

of o "2. Of course, both of these estimates will be

"fuzzy" for finite sample sizes. Fortunately, the
Measurement Postulate states that the fuzziness for

both will be reduced to arbitrarily small levels as the
sample size is increased. 5

In 1924, Walter A. Shewhart wrote an internal

Western Electric memo describing a visual statistical

t Our statistical framework for evaluation, control and
improvement refers only to Type A evaluation 4 of
uncertainty and is based on frequentist notions of
probability. 3:°'t3 All other evaluations of uncertainty (Type
B) are developed from an assumed probability distribution
based on the degree of belief that an event will occur) 4 It
would be improper to call such a notion of probability
frequentist. 13
t An unbiased estimator converges to the corresponding
population parameter as more observations are made
provided that there is a population. A biased estimator
converges to a value that is proportional to the
corresponding population parameter.
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tool that can be used to check the validity of the

Measurement Postulate for any measurement process,

i.e. that there actually is or is not a population that

has meaning for statistics and therefore measurement.

His methods, as applied to manufacturing processes,

are described in any text on statistical quality

control, tST9 He himself described the application to

precision measurement in 1939. 3 It is beyond the

scope of this paper to give the full justification for

and details of his methods. However, we will briefly

describe some of those methods that are particularly

useful to ground testing measurement assurance and

attempt to demonstrate their value through various

examples.

If a stable population of values from a repeated

measurement process can be said to exist, the process

is said to be in a state of statistical control. 3_ A

process for which a stable population does not exist is

said to be out-of-control. To be specific,

"A measurement process is in a state of statistical

control if the resulting observations firm the

process, when collected under an), fixed

experimental conditions within the scope of the a

priori well-defined conditions of the measurement

process, behave like random drawings from some

fixed distribution with fixed location [mean] and

fired scale [standard deviation] parameters. ,,20

..... Charts for Grouped Data
Shewhart used what he called "control charts" to

determine whether a process is in statistical control.

The following description of control charts is taken

from Wheeler) 5 An example is provided in Figure 2

to illustrate their features. The data for the example

charts of Figure 2 were obtained from a repeatability

study of model leveling in one of the preparation

bays in the National Transonic Facility. Twenty-

seven engineers and technicians were divided into 9

groups of 3 observers each. Each group entered the

preparation bay and placed the leveling plate on the

model. Each individual then set the support apparatus

to zero relative to gravity using a 20" bubble. The

mounting system was moved off zero between
measurements. The bubble was removed and

replaced between each measurement. Hence_ eacqa

group made three readings of the mounting system

accelerometer when the model was ostensibly level

with respect to gravityl The objective of the

Typically, for Shewhart's charts, short-tema repeat

sets are obtained, separated significantly over time.

These repeat sets are called "groups". The ranges _;

and averages of the groups are computed and plotted

as time series, one for each as shown in Figure 2.

These two plots together are called .7, R charts. We

could just as easily have used .7, S charts but we

have found that the range is more intuitive for most

people and it is easily estimated without calculation.

Once the two time series plots are made, a central

line is added to each plot. For the 2- plot, the central

line is given by the grand average of the group

averages, _. For the R plot, the central line is given

by the arithmetic average of the group ranges, R.

The central lines provide a visual reference for

detecting shifts or trends in either the mean or the

dispersion.

o.13 
0.134 ........

_ 0.132

_ 0.131
o. 0.130

0.129 _ '- ..... " i
¢_ 0.128 " " t " " " t" " " " I" " " " t " '

0 2 4 6 8 10

0.010 1 1

0.008 i

0.006

0.004

0.002

0.000

0 2 4 6 8 10

Group Index

Figure 2 - .7,R control charts for NTF leveling study.

,g
'O

tw

Shewhart also added upper and lower limits for the

group properties based on roughly 300:1 odds./sw

For such odds, for a process in statistical control, it

would be unlikely that we would find any points

beyond the limits. If we find any points beyond the

limits or if we find any unusual patterns whose
experiment was to determine if the

likelihood of occurrence is beyond 300:1 odds, then
observers/operators were effectiveTy _q__n a
statistical sense and to determine their measurement

capability iftheywere, t The range is defined as the absolute value of the
difference between the maximum and minimum values in

the group.
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we agree to declare that the process is not in control

and there is no stable population. Conversely, if we

have taken enough data, the points are within the
limits, and no unusual, unrandom-like behavior is

evident, we can safely say that the process is in

control and, therefore, the properties of future

samples are predictable. Of course, periodic

sampling must continue forever to verify that the

process stays in control.

The limits for the group ranges are given by

LCL(R) = D_
(1)

UCL(R) = 1)4

and the limits for the group averages are given by

LCL(Y) = Y- A 2
(2)

UCL(E) = _ + A2

where the coefficients of R are given in any SQC

textbook and are dependent upon the number of

observations in a group. The coefficients are given in

Table 1 for the group size examples used in this

paper.

rJ

2

3

10

/12
1.880 0

1.023 0

0.308 0.223

D4 d2

3.267 1.128

2.575 1.693

1.777 3.078

Table 1 - Chart coefficients for grouped data) s-19

Although the group averages of the leveling-plate

example of Figure 2 are within the limits, the group

ranges are not, so we must conclude that the process

is not in control and that inferences about the

population parameters for this system of observers is

not meaningful. Typically, 4-5 groups can be

sufficient to say that a process is out-of-control, but

20-25 grouTPS are needed to say that the process is in
control} 5_ Additional study and perhaps training of

the observers/operators is needed to bring the process

into control. Once the process is in control and it is

clear that it is staying in control, we would have an

unequivocal demonstration that there is a

measurement population and a meaningful

statement of measurement uncertainty can be made

in the frequentist (Type A) sense.

Charts for Individuals

Many times in measurement processes, there is no

obvious grouping and it is more appropriate to use

Charts for Individuals. For this type of chart, we plot

the individual values separated in time and make a

two-point moving range chart of the differences

between adjacent point vaIues as shown in Figure 3.

For the moving range chart, the centerline and limits

are given by tSq9

CL(mR) = mR

LCL(mR) = 0 (3)

UCL(mR) = 3.267 mR

For the individual values chart, the centerline and

limits are given by 18-t9

CL( x ) = "_

LCL(x) = 2- 2.66 mR (4)

UCL(x) = E + 2.66 mR

Figure 3 shows the residuals from a linear fit to a set

of calibration data for the mounting system roll

potentiometer in the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel using

the Charts for Individuals for statistical analysis. For

this particular case, the run of eight residuals in a row

below the centerline is unlikely at 300:1 odds _6"t9'24,

so we'd have to say that the residuals don't constitute

a random sample as required by the least-squares

fitting procedure. A higher-order fit seems to be

required.

3

2
>

E 1
_f

re
-2

-3
-100

t

.........b- .... t.......
0 100 200

3.0
:_ 2.5
Iff

2.0
C

1.0

P, os
0.0

-100

....7.... ......

0 100

Roll Angle, degrees

200

Figure 3 - x, mR charts for residuals for calibration of

a roll potentiometer.

Eisenhart and Complex Statistical Control
Shewhart 3 established the basic statistical framework

for measurement evaluation and control, but it was

Churchill EisenharP who established the

methodology as appropriate and practical for

5
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precision measurement in standards and calibration

laboratories like the National Bureau of Standards The combined charts are called 3-Way Charts by
(NBS), now the National Institute for Standards and Wheeler) 6-17 The limits given in Eq. 1 are used for
Technology (NIST). Furthermore, Eisenhart the group range data and the limits given in Eqs. 3

recognized that the SQC methodology would have to and 4 are used for the moving range and group
deal with the fact that measurement processes have average data respectively. When Eqs. 3 and 4 are
sources of variation whose expression depends upon used in 3-Way Chart analyses, the group averages are

the time frames involved. This notion is specifically treated as individual values, A typical analysis is
recognized in the NIST 2_ and ANSI/NCSL/ISO 14 shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows individual
measurement uncertainty guides as "repeatability" repeat lift-coefficient values $ obtained on a single-
and "reproducibility". The definition for repeatablli_ element 2-D airfoil in the Low-Turbulence Pressure

is given bythemas: Ttmnel. The measurements were made using the
external balance. Groups of ten measurements each

... closeness of the agreement between the results were made at 2° angle of attack at M = 0.2. The
of successive measurements of the same measurand

total pressure was 150 psia. The objective of this testcarried out under the same conditions of
measurement ... was to determine the short-term (within-group)

variation and the medium-term (within-test/between-
Repeatability conditions include." group) variation for use in designing a future test

stringent measurement uncertainty

Similarly, the definition for reproducibility is given
as:

with very
the same measurement procedure requirements.
the same measuring instrument[s], used under

the same conditions
the same location 0.722

repetition over a short period of time - _- _L_ _ i *_ 0.720

_ 0.718

8
(.} 0.716

0.714,., closeness of the agreement between the results

of measurements of the same measurand carried

out under changed conditions of measurement ,,, A

valid statement of reproducibility requires ................

specification of the conditions changed ...

The changed conditions may include."

principle of measurement

method of measurement
observer

measuring instrument

reference standard

location

conditions of use

time

0.712

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Point Index

Figure 4 - Six groups of 10 individual values each of
airfoil lift coefficient obtained over several months in
the Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel

To deal with the different time frames, Eisenhart
proposed evaluating the measurement process for two
time frames. He called the resulting evaltmti0n

The individual groups were obtained by simply
pressing the data acquisition button ten times in a
row. The groups were spaced out over time,
separated by at least a few hours and a change in test
conditions. In addition, the first four groups were
separated from the last two by several months. The
model was not removed from the tunnel during the
interim nor were any changes made to the tunnel. It is
clear from the data that the group-to-group variation

"complex statistical control" as compared to the one- ..... is significantly larger than the within-group variation.
level variation control addressed by Shewhart which In the terminology of two-level analysis, this means

Eisenhart called "simple statistical control". In effect, that the "between-group" variation is not negligible.
one keeps track of two populations --- one short-term
and the other long-term. Shewhart's range chart for
grouped data is used to track the short-term

dispersion. The Charts for Individuals are used to-- t We recommend plotting the individual repeat values for
track the group means and their dispersion, possible insight that might be lost if only group averages

and ranges are examined.

6
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The two-Ievel statistical control analysis using 3-Way
Charts is shown in Figure 5. The top plot shows the
group ranges over time. The middle plot shows the
group averages over time with limits derived from
the moving-range chart. The bottom plot shows the
moving ranges obtained from the group averages.
The ranges, averages and moving ranges are all
within their limits for this test. It is perhaps easiest to
think loosely of the group range chart as tracking the
stability of the short-term/repeatability/within-group
dispersion. Similarly, the group average chart tracks
the stability of the overall mean with respect to drift
and intermittancy. The moving range chart then
tracks the stability of the between-group dispersion.
Note that for this example, the across-test stability
cannot be considered checked because the model was

not removed from the tunnel between groups.

,-g0.006

I_ 0.004

_ 0.002

0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6

0.730
E 0.725

,_ 0.720

# 0.715
o 0.710

0.705

0.015

_. 0.010

.=_0.005
O

0.000

+
1 2 3 4 5 6

J ; I I
_''''r'" -i----t'---I

1 2 3 4 5 6

= mR / d 2 - o',,_ / n (6)

= _/(0.00371/I. 128) 2 - (0.00097) 2/10

= 0.0033

where d',_ is the estimate for the repeatability

(within-group) and d'_g is the estimate for the

between-group variation. The estimated within-test

reproducibility for a single measurement for the
procedures followed is then

e,,.i,h:,......= _ + d_, = 0.0034 (7)

The range and moving range are not unbiased
estimators of the population standard deviation.

Hence, in order to obtain 0", it is necessary to divide

them by d2 which is a function only of the number of

observations in a group. Note that the between-group
variation is dominant even for this single test. This is
typical of precision measurement processes, s

Cameron and Check Standard Testing
Consideration of the requirements for SQC in
measurement quickly leads to the realization that
some sort of surrogate process is needed as a stand-in
for customer measurements. Such a process was
introduced and perfected for the NBS standards and
calibration laboratories by Joseph F. Cameron and
coworkers. 22The surrogate process consists of testing

"_023a stable artifact called a check standard 4....

regularly.

, , TeSta.ta ! I Estimate!
Customer e dI . I_ corr cte to _ or the !
test data

Lati_ "1 true valuel

credibleand I

measurement....... I

Group Index t_ ,I _eta_daa_ad_--_1

Figure 5 - Three-Way Charts for the LTPT lift-
coefficient data shown in Figure 4. ] Check I I Maintenanceof

check standard

Formulas for estimating the population standard controlcharts

deviations for the two levels of variation are given - _--T i ===

bYS Figure 6 - Diagram for SQC measurement assurance
using a check standard.

and

_,_ = R/d 2

= 0.00298/3.078

= 0.00097

(5)
It is important to recognize the difference between
reference and working standards and check standards.
Reference and working standards exist to assign 11

7
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L

to a measurement process. Check standards exist to
assign or. Reference and working standards are used
for calibration. Check standards are used to

determine the measurement uncertainty and to
remove any doubt that the measurement process is
stable and meaningful in a statistical (frequentist)
sense.

With the addition of Cameron's contribution, the

chart established with check standard testing. We will
have to modify his method somewhat for use with
any process exhibiting two-level variation.

The other idea needed is that of scaling. If the
customer's measurement article is not closely similar

to that of the check standard, then the dispersion
inferred from the check standard testing must be
somehow scaled to the conditions of the customer

measurement assurance process consists of the
familiar traceability through working and reference
standards to national standards for the measurement

of p and the additional traceability for the

measurement of cr through the regular testing of

test. For example, if the calibration measurement
process for a resistor uses a check standard of 100
ohms, estimation of the variation associated with

calibration of a resistor of nominally 50 ohms may
require some scaling.

check standards. The process is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 6.

national s_r!dards [

Analysis of L--J Verification i
against scaled

II repeat-data set(s) check

I "lstandard limits

_Maintenanceofl 1

check standard !'_

control chads I[

Pre-test estimate
of scaled

standard

deviation for

customer
conditions

I:SQC: :::I
I cre_ib!b_ I

I I tr_'a_Teil

Figure 7 shows the SQC measurement assurance
process of Figure 6 with the additional notions of
customer repeat-data set verification and scaling.

LWTE Methodology and Examples
From the previous section, we have three elements to
incorporate in our methodology for data quality
assurance in the LWTE ground testing facilities: (1)

Eisenhart's approach to statistical analysis using
control charts as described above, together with
Cameron's addition of check standard testing, (2)
Schumacher's addition of customer repeat sets for
checking the continuing stability of the measurement
process and (3) Schumacher's addition of scaling to
convert the check standard results to the customer's

Figure 7 - Additions to SQC measurement assurance
process of Figure 6 to include scaling and customer
repeat-data verification.

Schumacher, Customer Repeat-Sets, and

Scaling
Two more ideas are needed to complete the basic
statistical framework for the Langley WTE data
quality assurance methodogy. Both are due to Rolf B.
F. Schumacher. 24-25The first idea recognizes the need

to verify that the measurement process remains in
statistical control between check standard tests and

during customer tests. Schumacher dealt with this
issue in his standards and calibration laboratory at
Rockwell International by obtaining a repeat-data set
during calibration of a customer's measurement
article. 24"25Schumacher was dealing only with simple

statistical control. Hence, he could verify that the
measurement process was still in control by checking
to see that the group range of the repeat-data set fell
within the lower and upper control limits of the range

conditions. Our approach for the three elements is
given in the rest of this main section.

We first consider the statistical control/check

standard testing element. After roughly five years of
experience with the SQC process in the LWTE

facilities, we have found that there are three key
activities associated with each check standard:

I. Selection and care of the standard;
2. Selection or the test matrix for check

standard testing, including how often the tests
will be conducted each year;

3. Analysis of the test data.

The LWTE procedures for carrying out those three
activities for its two primary types of check standards
are described in the next four sections. Our

procedures for elements 2 and 3 --- customer repeat
sets and scaling --- are described in the two sections
following the check standard discussion.

8
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Other controllable input, " .......

e.g setpoints

Process
I..... I

Physical Iquantity Output

I __ I

.... f ........

Uncontrolled input,
e.g. environment

Figure 8 - Simple schematic of a measurement process.

Facility Test Condition Check
Standard

14- by 22-Foot Stand-mounted pitot-static probe
Subsonic Tunnel 26 on the centerline at the usual

axial location of the model

Unitary Plan Wind Wall tap upstream of the model

Tunnel 27 nose (interim)

National Transonic Sting-mounted pitot-static probe

Facility 2s on the centerline at the model
center of rotation

16-Foot Transonic Sting-mounted pitot-static probe
Tunnel 29 on the centerline at the model

center of rotation

Low-Turbulence Sting-mounted pitot-static probe
Pressure Tunnel 3° on the centerline near the model

center of rotation

0.3-Meter Transonic

Cryogenic Tunnel 3_

8-Foot High

Temperature
Tunnel _2

Jet Exit Test

Facilit): 3
Transonic

Dynamics Tunnel 34

Pitot probe on the wake rake and

an array of wall taps
Pitot and static pressure probes

and a temperature probe on a
rake in the test section

Standard nozzles with pitot and

static pressure probes on rakes

Sting-mounted pitot-static probe
on the centerline at the model

center of rotation

Table 2 - Check standards used for the test condition

measurement process in the subscribing WTE facilitles.

Selection and Care of the Check Standards

As noted above, the SQC approach to data quality

assurance uses check standards as surrogates in the

measurement processes of interest. 4 In fact, it is

useful to think of any artifact used as a check

present, for the subscribing facilities, the LWTE uses

the artifacts listed in Tables 2 and 3?

Test Condition Check Standard

The artifacts listed in Table 2 are used to evaluate the

measurement process for the test conditions, e.g. q_

and M., for the test facilities. All of these artifacts

use static pressure tap orifices. Since the bias error

associated with imperfect static pressure orifices can

easily exceed the variation due to the measurement

process 35 and since it is extremely easy to affect those

orifice bias errors by nicking, denting, etc., the

orifice 36, it is crucially important to protect the

orifices. In fact, we recommend that the check

standard artifacts for test conditions not be used for

any other purpose and that they be used and stored
with extreme care.

Facility Airframe Check
Standard

14- by 22-Foot
Subsonic Tunnel 26

Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel 27

National Transonic

Facilit)38

16-Foot Transonic
Tunnel 29

Low-Turbulence
Pressure Tunnel 3°

0.3-Meter Transonic

Cryogenic Tunnel 31

8-Foot High

Temperature Tunnel 32

Jet Exit Test Facility j3

Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel 34

High-wing subsonic transport

(Elliptical Wing)
Generic fighter (previously

supersonic transport HSR

TCA 2A and 2B)

Low-wing subsonic transport

(Pathfinder I)

Supersonic transport

_HSR TCA 2A)
EA-6B single-element airfoil

NACA 0012 airfoil

No model

3 calibration nozzles

Generic fighter model

(static testing)

Table 3 - Check standards used for force- and moment-

coefficient measurements in the subscribing WTE
facilities.

Airframe Check Standard

Selection of a check standard airframe (see Table 3)

standard as simply a means of applying a work toad for application of the test environment workload to a

to the instrument(s) of interest in the presence of the balance requires attention similar to that for the test

"environment" (i.e. the tunnel, etc.) as shown [ni_ i i _i condition standard. Although our experience with this

Figure 8. Consequently, it is important to select particular kind of check standard is rather brief

check standard artifacts which (1) represent the

measurement process of interest adequately and (2)

can be maintained with sufficient care that the

population mean does not change significantly. At

* Tile statistical control verification process for test

conditions could use an actual calibration system rather

than a separate surrogate. However, this is not always

feasible because of the long installation time requirements

for some calibration systems which can be unacceptable for

a process that must be repeated several times a year.
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(roughly two years), we have found that

following considerations are important:

1. Since separated flow would likely add variation that is

model (artifact) dependent, it is recommended that the

check standard model be used in conditions producing

attached flow only. Scaling for conditions of separated
flow in a customer test will be discussed below.

2. Since the model may also be used as a check standard

for measuring test section flow angularity, it is
recommended that the slope of the model normal-

force coefficient be comparable to those normally
tested in the tunnel. For subsonic and transonic

tunnels, a compromise on a fighter model may be
appropriate.

3. It should be possible to build up the model in a prep

bay so that test section occupancy time is kept to a
minimum.

4. The model should be able to accommodate a balance

that is reasonably representative of the balances

normally used in the tunnel.
5. As with the test condition check standard, extreme

care should be observed for the model check standard.

Of special concern are the leading and trailing edges,

the surface finish and boundary-layer trips.

Selection of the Check Standard Test

Matrices

The issues associated with choosing a test matrix for

check standard testing seem to be: (1) economy, (2)

operating regime coverage and (3) use of the

resulting estimates of population dispersion in

statements of measurement uncertainty. After

struggling with these issues for several years, we

have recently settled on measuring two levels of

variation: (1) back-to-back repeatability and (2) test-

to-test reproducibility.:; We are attempting to carry

out four tests of each kind of artifact each year with

the condition. While it is important to cover a reasonable

portion of the test condition envelope, it is often

impractical, especially in pressure and cryogenic

tunnels, to cover the entire range.

We have recently adopted the practice of covering a

fraction of the envelope so that we can relatively

easily meet our economy goals and still check a fairly

wide range of conditions. In addition, we recommend

to the facility that, perhaps once a year, it obtain

groups at other important conditions to see if the

variation observed is consistent with the normally

covered range. For example, we are presently

conducting check standard testing in the NTF at two

total pressures and one temperature (120 F) for a

wide range of dynamic pressure as shown in Table 4

below. We will check the variation at cryogenic

temperatures and higher Mach numbers less

frequently.

P,,,,,,t,psia q., psf M

18 15.0 0.091

18 34.0 0.138

18 77.2 0.209

50 175.0 0.189

50 396.8 0.289

50 900.0 0.454

50 1422.7 0.600

Table 4 - Test conditions for check standard testing In
the National Transonic Facility.

Airframe Matrix

The check standard tests using the airframe artifacts

of Table 3 are designed to require no more than two

days of test section occupancy. The test matrix
the only rule being that the check standard tests must

consists of groups of five back-to-back pitch-only
be separated by at least one customer test.

(AOA) runs taken at the same conditions used for the

Test Condition Matrix Table 2 artifacts. The five runs are taken as follows:

Each test using a test condition artifact of Table 2 is 1. Inverted

designed to require no more than one day of test 2. Upright

section occupancy. The test matrix consists of 6-10 3. Upright

test conditions. At each test condition, three data 4. Upright

points are obtained back-to-back to form a group. 5. Inverted

Only one group is obtained in a given test at each

This grouping presumes a remote roll capability. If

t Initially, we did not appreciate the difficulty ofsorting out: ::: such a capability is not available, we obtain only the

the various levels of variation without carefully and upright runs. Each run consists of 8-10 data points

narrowly defining what we mean by repeatability and covering the linear, attached-flow region. The first

reproducibility. The difficulty is exacerbated when two runs are combined to obtain a measurement of

cry2>>o'_ . Most of the data used in the examples the flow angularity. The last two runs are used

presented in this paper were not obtained according to the similarly. Together the two measurements form a

procedures listed above. The actual procedures used are flow-angularity group. The three upright runs form a
described in the text. group for measurement of the balance normal-force,

10
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axial-force and pitching moment coefficients. To

avoid mixing results from different instruments, we

now compute the coefficients in the balance axis

system and no base, cavity or wall corrections are

applied.

Analysis of the Test Condition Data

We are currently using two types of statistical

analyses for the test condition data: (1) Shewhart's

control charts and (2) simple time series plots Of

individual values. Both of these analyses result in

easily interpreted visual displays. The first, of course,

is an integral part of the approach that has been

adopted by the LWTE. We have found that the

second type of charts is helpful in diagnosing

measurement system troubles during a test and in

explaining the control chart results to those who are

not familiar with them. We'll first describe our use of

control charts and then describe the other type of

display.

Control Charts

Each group of test condition check standard data is

processed and added to the historical statistical

control charts for that test condition as follows:

1. The group range and average are computed from the

three back-to-back points for the properties of interest.

2. The group range and average are then added to the
historical control charts.

3. If the previous 10 groups indicate that the

measurement process is in control, the points are

added to the charts without changing the chart
centerlines and limits.

4. If fewer than 10 groups have been taken previously or

if the previous 10 groups do not show that the

measurement process is in control, the new group
range and average are included with the previous

groups to recompute the chart centerline and limits.

5. The charts are checked to see if the process indicates
that it is in control. If it does not so indicate, then

action must be taken to correct the problemJ sa9

A set of 3-Way Charts is maintained for each

property of interest and each condition in the test

matrix. An example is given in Figure 9 for the probe

used in the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel. For

check standard testing, the probe is mounted on a test

stand on the centerline of the test section at one of the

most-used model locations. The only test condition

property analyzed for that tunnel is the calibration

coefficient defined by

C" - (P"" - P,,,,,c)e,'ob_. (8)

(P,o,ol -- P,,,,c ),_/.......

The quantity t7c can be shown to be roughly equal

to Crq_ / q_. For the data of Figure 9, the test section

walls, ceiling and floor were in the closed position

and the boundary-layer removal system was off. The

data were obtained in five separate tests over roughly

3 ½ years.

As noted above, the present procedure of obtaining

back-to-back data points for a group was adopted

recently and the groups for the tests of Figure 9 were

obtained differently. For those five tests, the data

points in a group were obtained as part of a set of

repeat dynamic-pressure sweeps. Between each

sweep, the fan was turned off and a wind-off zero

was obtained. Nevertheless, the data and the charts

provide a good example of the method of analysis

used for test condition check standard testing.

0,0030

0.0025

0.0020
t,,,
D. 0.0015

0.0010

(.9 0.0005

0.0000

2 3 4

1.18 |

_') 1.17 I ......... ' ....... "_ ....... _- ....

1.IO .......y---.....j,j,
="1.141
0 1 13 ........ L ............... ,...

O 11,2 I J [ "'1 ....

0.040

0.030

m 0.020
I=

0.010

0.000

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Group Index

Figure 9 - Three-Way Charts for test condition check
standard data, parameter C', obtained in the 14- by 22-

Foot Subsonic Tunnel at q_ = 60 psf.

Reading Figure 9, we see immediately that the

measurement process is not in control because the

range of the group obtained in the fourth test is above

the upper limit. We do expect, however, that the

charts will exhibit control from group 5 on because

the variation experienced in group 4 is not likely to
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happen with back-to-back points. (We suspect that

the excessive within-group variation of group 4 is

due to problems with sealing the test section and the

plenum.)

0.0014

0.0012

0.0010

0.0008

g 0.0006
e 0.0004

0.0002

0.0000

1.010

_1.005

1.000

2 0.995

0.990

0.012

o.olo
0.008
0.006

C

-_ 0.004

0.002
0.000

1 2 3 4 5

I
..... !.......... I .... '

a _ ,
I

[

l i........ g . . w . . I

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Group Index

Figure 10 - Three-Way Charts for test condition check

standard data, parameter CM,,,,, obtained in the

Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at M. = 2.4.

Even though the measurement process is not in

statistical control, we will compute the within-group

and between-group estimates of O',gand _'_g as

before for illustration purposes:

= 0.00299/1.693 (9)

= 0.00177

and

_bg = mR / d 2 -O" / n

= 4(0.00882/1.128) _ -(0.00177) 2/3 (10)

= 0.00775

so that

d',_,g,.............. = _ + d_g = 0.0079 (I !)

Another example is provided from test condition data

obtained in Test Section 2 of the Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel at M =2.4. These data were obtained

during back-to-back angle-of-attack sweeps of the
check standard model. Since the flow in the test

section is supersonic, the wall tap should not be

affected by the presence of the model. The data for

this example are shown in Figure 10. They were

taken at one of the canonical angles of attack and,

consequently, were not obtained back-to-back as

prescribed in the present WTE procedures noted

above. The test condition property analyzed for this

example is the Mach number ratio defined as

CM_* = M.d,,up (! 2)

M , ese,..ce

The quantity O-cM_. can be shown to be roughly

equal to crM®/M=.

As with the results of Figure 9, one of the groups on

the range chart of Figure 10 is above the upper limit.

One of the advantages of using the average range

(and the average moving range) to make estimates of

6"_ and #b_ versus a global estimate using the

pooled variances is that the range estimates are more

robust for out-of-control processes like those of

Figures 9 and 10. This does not mean that we don't

have to work to get the processes into control. It just

means that estimates made early in the effort are

more likely to reflect the future in-control values.

Again, we estimate @,,_ and _h_ as before:

=0.000308/1.693 (13)

= 0.000182

and

,j(__ )2 2_bg = mR / d 2 - O',,x / n

= _/(0.00301 / 1.128) 2 - (0.000182) _"/ 3 (I 4)

= 0.00267

so that
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6_,i,gle............ = _ = 0.0027 (15)

Note that we would have one set of 3-Way Charts for

each test condition and test property to be tracked.

This is normally not onerous if only 6-10 test

conditions and one or two test properties are used. So

far we have been tracking the calibration coefficient,

C', for subsonic tunnels and qp,_b/q,_f and

Mp,_,h_ / M,._/ for transonic and supersonic tunnels.

1.18 i _ I 1 I I _

b t.t5 - _,
1.14
1.13 ] --I I i "]"'Uy
1.12 I I I ! I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18

Point Index

Figure 11 - Individual data points for five test condition
check standard tests in the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic

Tunnel at q_ =60 psi'. The test condition property

analyzed is C'.

1.002

1.001

1.ooo
(J 0.999

0.998

0.997

IcS?
0 2 4 6 8 10

Point Index

12 14 16

Figure 12 - Individual data points for five test condition
check standard tests in Test Section 2 of the Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel at M_ = 2.4.

complete is not nearly as helpful as finding it out

during the test. So we recommend that the charts be

updated during the test, by hand if necessary. This

can be accomplished by simply marking the new

points on the charts without recalculating the

centerlines and limits.

1.6
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Plots of Individual Values

In addition to the control charts described in the

previous subsection, we have found that time series

plots of individual values are helpful for

interpretation when a process is not in control.

Furthermore, since most people are not yet used to

the methods of analysis described in this paper, it is

often easier to talk about the issues using both sets of

charts. The individual values corresponding to the

charts of Figures 9 and 10 are presented in Figures 11

and 12 respectively.

Finding that a test condition measurement process is
out of control after the check standard test is

Figure 13 - 3-Way Charts for HSR check standard
model in the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Axial-Force

Coefficient, M. = 0.9, a = 2° .

Analysis of the Airframe Balance Data
Statistical analysis of the airframe data is

considerably more complicated than is normally
found in the SQC measurement assurance literature

for calibration laboratories because of the sheer

volume of data. For example, the NTF test matrix has

3 test properties (C u, C,,, C A), 7 test conditions and

l0 angles of attack. If we follow the same scheme

given above for test condition check standard testing,

we would have 210 sets of 3-way Charts for the NTF,
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not including the charts for flow angularity. Such a
huge amount of data would make it very difficult to
keep track of the statistical control state of the
tunnel's balance measurement process.

and
It is possible to avoid dealing with such a huge
amount of data (replicated for each tunnel!) by taking

advantage of our procedural design described earlier.
Since we are only concerned with attached-flow
conditions, we expect that the varfation to_e
observed in that angle of attack region will be, on the
average, independent of the angle of attack. Hence,

d,,, = "R/ d2

= 0.562 / ! .693

= 0.332 counts

(16)

__==:::::=::__:::::==:=========_= .... =:::::== :==:=::::_: :_::: :_ :_ : : : = :::

-'-_(m---R/d2)2-_'g/n (17)

= X/(1.95/1.128) 2 -(0.332)'/3

= 1.72 counts

is thus reduced to one for each test property and test
condition. In addition, each time a group is obtained,

we create a set of 3 quick-look plots to (1) review the
individual data points for gross blunders/surprises,
(2) review the scatter of the repeat points in the
group also for gross blunders/surprises, and (3) check
once again that the (within-group) variation is
independent of angle of attack in the attached-flow
region.

we need keep track Of the"?e's-uit's"°'_tt only a single ...............................................................................................................
angle of attack. The number of sets of control charts 0.5 :

In the next two subsections, we describe our analysis
procedures together with several examples.

Control Charts

For each tunnel and test condition, a nominal angle of
attack must be chosen for the control chart analysis.
So far we have used an angle in the middle of the
attached-flow region, tt After a group of three back-

to-back runs has been obtained at a given test
condition during a check standard test, linear
interpolation is performed in each run to obtain the

values of CN, Cm, C A at the chosen angle of attack.

The interpolation takes out any scatter due to set
point variation. The three values of each test property
obtained this way form a group and are analyzed in
the same way discussed above for test condition
check standard data.

The first example for this subsection is the control
chart analysis for the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel's
check standard model. For the tests shown here, the
runs were not ol_tained _ac-k-io_bac]_- but rather were

separated by a single run at another test condition.
The results for the uncorrected axial-force coefficient

in body coordinates are given in Figure 13. The
population standard deviations for the two levels of
variation are given by 5

0
0.0 , i , ,

1 2 3 4 5 6

88
= : I i
t_ 86 ....... *''''r''''+''"

80

76 - ],, --. ...... +...
74

1 2 3 4 5 6

' t t6 .........

m 4
_¢ 3

2

0 --

1 2 3 4 5 6

Group Index

Figure 14 - 3-Way Charts for HSR check standard

model in Test Section 2 of the Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel. Axial-Force Coefficient, M® = 2.4, cx= 2.5 ° .

-- The second example for this subsection is the control
chart analysis for the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel's
check standard model in Test Section 2. The results
for the uncorrected axial-force coefficient in body

coordinates are given in Figure 14. The population
standard deviations for the two levels of variation are
given by 5

tt We have assumed that the attached fl0W region

corresponds to the region of minimum scatter.
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and

=0.157/1.693 (18)

= 0.093 counts

= mR/d 2 -o'._

= _/(1.89/I. 128) 2 - (0.093) 2/3

= 1.67 counts

(19)

Both examples (Figures 13 and 14) show no evidence

of a lack of statistical control for either repeatability

................... _ or reproducibility. However, there are too few groups

illustrating the need to rigorously define and follow

set procedures.
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_;0.30 i
._0.25 i
¢ 020

==o.15

,o. oTooI 0 ! ooi oooooot9 0.05

0.00

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Angle of Attack, degrees

Figure 16 - Quick-look range plot for check standard

as yet for either tunnel to be able to claim definitively

..............................thatflhe l_.alance measurement process isin statistical
!_ :: _contro[

0.15

model group. Data for Unitary Plan_i;Vlnd_runneq
model at M=2.4 (Figure 15).

0.I0
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............................................_:i:ii!iiiiii!iiii_;i!i......._ o.oo i
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_ -0.10
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Quick-look plots

In the discussions

'°%°; °° !- t

vv , E]D v !

t.... f-
/ I t t

above, we pointed out the

importance of looking at the individual data as well

as the aggregate group range and average data in the

control charts (e.g. Figures 4, 11, 12). For check

standard model testing, we prepare "quick-look plots"

for each group for that purpose. We have added an

additional feature to the quick-look plots for the

airframe check standard testing. This feature allows

us to check our assumption that the variation at the

-2

120

100 I

_ 8o

_ _o
u. 40
<

20

0 2 4 6 8 10

0 ...................tt....................:
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

I.
Angle of Attack, degree,=

Figure 15 - Quick-look data for check standard model,
......................... Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel, Group 6, Axial-Force

i ._==____- ............ 2.

3.
It is interesting to note that the Unitary Plan Wind

........................... Tunnel's rep-eaiabiiity iS ab_ui:3_-t_ --

repeatability of the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel,

although the two tunnels have comparable levels of

reproducibility. It is likely, in this case, that the
difference in repeatability is due to the different

procedures used to obtain a group rather than

anything inherent in the tunnels, once again

chosen angle of attack is representative of all of the

angles of attack for which attached flow is to be

expected. Two examples are given in Figures 15-18.

The first example is for the uncorrected axial-force

coefficient for the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel's check

standard model. The data in the upper plot in Figure

15 and in Figure 16 are obtained in the following

way:

Linear interpolation is performed for each run to

obtained data estimates at the exact nominal angles of

attack. This procedure is performed to remove the

effects of set point variation.

The interpolation results at each of the nominal angles

of attack are averaged.

The resulting averages at each nominal angle of attack
are subtracted from the original data estimates to

obtain the residuals shown in the top plot of Figure 15

and the ranges shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15 shows the original coefficient data and the

residuals about the averages at each nominal angle of

attack. Figure 16 shows the ranges of the residuals at

the nominal angles of attack. The data of Figure 16

behave as expected from the previous 5 tests for the

attached flow region (roughly 0 to 4 degrees) and
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show no special behavior for the angle of attack
chosen for the statistical control charts.

The second example is for the uncorrected axial-force
coefficient for the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel's check

standard model. The groups were not obtained with
back-to-back runs as noted above for the UPWT

check standard testing. Rather, at least one other run
at a different Mach number was obtained between

each check standard run in the group.
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that the axial force measurements would be affected.

The results shown in Figure 18 seem to confirm their
fears.
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Figure 18 - Quick-look range plot for check standard
model group. Data for 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel model
at M=0.9 (Figure 17).

Customer Repeat Sets and Scaling
As noted above, Schumacher 24 pointed out that it is

necessary to obtain statistical information during
customer tests as well as during check standard tests.
And we need a method for comparing the statistical
information from the two kinds of tests (scaling).
This information is also needed for preparing the
customer reproducibility statement. In this section,
we will first describe the problem of scaling and our
interim approach to it. Then, we will show how we
check the within-group variation (repeatability) [n a

-4 -2 0 2 4 8 a 1_ .... == customer test followed by our method for checking
Angle of Attack, degrees the within-test variation (reproducibility). Finally, we

_ will describe how we check the scaling method and
................... how we report the measurement reproducibility to the

Figure 17 - Quick-look data for check standard model, customer, including the dispersion for the separated-
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel, Group 8, Axlal-Force
Coefficient, M=0.9. flow regions.

0

The lower plot in Figure 17 shows the actual data
obtained in the 3-run set with the upper plot in Figure
17 and Figure 18 showing the residuals and the range
respectively at each nominal angle of attack. As
noted above, one element of the procedure for
creating the airframe control charts is to choose a
single nominal angle of attack in the middle of the
attached flow region. Typically, the scatter is smallest

Interim Method for Scaling
Proper scaling requires that we know the dependence

of o',_ and (_hg on tunnel conditions and instrument

properties for each of our tunnels. Unfortunately, it is
beyond the scope of this paper to present a complete
discussion of scaling and cr dependence and we have
not yet acquired sufficient data to be definitive about
the dependence. Therefore, in order to do scaling for

for that region. That procedure was followed in the interim, we will have to make some assumptions

choosing a'= 2 ° for the control charts for the 16- and the information that we do have suggests that
Foot Transonic Tunnel (Figure 13). Hence, the fact

that the ranges for o_> 3° are at or above the upper

control limit suggests a change in the process. For
this particular test, two on-board accelerometers were
installed for the measurement of ct and the offsetst_

cr due to model and mounting system vibration.
Unfortunately, the instrument cables were rathe(
large and stiff and the tunnel staff were conceme_

o',,_ and crbg depend primarily on the tunnel

dynamic pressure and the full-scale limit of the

instrument of concern (e.g. axial-force beam of a
balance, individual port of a multi-port pressure
transducer, etc.). In fact, the data suggest two
different types of dependence.
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For the lowest portion of the dynamic pressure range

in a given tunnel, both o',g and O'hg seem to be

proportional to the full-scale limit of the instrument,
i.e.

cr = A (20)

where A is a constant. Furthermore, the value of A
_g

seems to be reasonably close to the combined
repeatability, nonlinearity and hysteresis that is
typically reported for each class of instrument. For

example, A,_ might be on the order of 0.05% of the

full-scale limit of a balance beam. We do not have

enough data to draw conclusions about Abg.

For most of the dynamic pressure range (middle and

high), both o',_ and Crbg seem to be proportional to

the dynamic pressure, i.e.

_r = Bq. (21)

The relationship, if any, of B to the instrument being
used is not known. We do know that typically

2 (22)Bb2g>> B,_

For the interim, we are assuming that B is
proportional to A. This assumption then leads to

scaling both cr g and Crbg by the full-scale limit of
the instrument.

Since typical balance and pressure data are presented
as coefficients with q_ in the denominator, we

expect to see force, moment and pressure coefficient

dispersion that is inversely proportional to q. at low

dynamic pressures and independent of q. at the

Parameter

Balance limit
Reference

area

Airframe Check

Standard (UPWT)
60 lbf

2.385 ft 2

Customer

(Test 1729)
85 lbf

0.3277 'f12

Dynamic 840 psf 540 psf

pressure
Mach 2.4 3.0

O',.g 0.093 counts 0.96 counts

_bg ! .67 counts 17.2 counts

CL for R 0.157 counts 1.62 counts

LCL for R 0 0
UCL for R 0.404 counts 4.17 counts

CL for mR 1.89 counts 19.5 counts
LCL for mR 0 0

UCL for mR 6.17 counts 63.7 counts

Table 5 - Parameters for comparison of axial force
measurements in check standard and example customer
test in the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.

To illustrate the interim scaling approach, we will
scale the airframe check standard results of the

Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (Figure 14) for the axial-
force coefficient to the conditions/instruments used in
Test 1729 and use those results in the next two

subsections to compare the scaled limits to the

repeat-run results from that test. A comparison of the
axial force limits, reference areas_=_fid tmmet
conditions is given in Table 5. For this case we
assume that the "A" contribution to the variation is

negligible and derive the scale factor (SF) as shown
next.

middle and higher dynamic pressures.

Although the evidence is sparse, the two terms for o"
seem to be somewhat correlated so that a reasonable

representation of the dynamic pressure dependence
for balance and pressure coefficients could be

cr= -_ +2pAB+B 2q- (23)

where p is the correlation coefficient. 6 Thus, for no

correlation, we would have

o" = + B 2 (24)

and for perfect correlation, we would have

a --_+8 (25)
q_

Neglecting the " A" factor contribution, we have
from Eq. 21

O'AF= B q= (26)

Assuming also that B is proportional to the balance
limit, we have

B = CAF_ (27)

where AF_,, is the axial force limit and C is a

constant for axial force for the balance class of

interest in the tunnel of interest. Substituting Eq. 27
into Eq. 26 and rearranging gives

C = aAF (28)
AF,,a_ q_

But the dispersion of the axial force is related to the
dispersion &the axial-force coefficent by _

Note that we actually handle the very short-term variation

of q_ (frame-to-frame) by computing and storing Ca for a

data point.
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crAr = o'c, S,_,j q_ (29)

Substituting Eq. 29 into Eq. 28 gives an expression

for relating the check standard dispersion of the

axial-force coefficient to that of the customer test:

C = ac" S,.,j (30)

AF,,,=

Since C is assumed to be independent of conditions

and instruments of the same class, we can use the

above expression to write

orc............. . S,.,:.,,,o,,e, _ CYc.,..,,,,,a,,,.,tS,_:..,,,a_,_ (31)

.'IF.,........... . AF.,,.. ,,o...,.a

I o o
0,5 in

-_o.o {_ 0
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Figure 19 - Quick-look plots of original data and

residuals for example customer test of Table 5. Repeat
run-set !, beginning of the test.

Rewriting Eq. 31 gives

k ,_: .,. ....... -,=t..a_,.a) (32)

= O'c...... _.,.d SF

For the comparison of Table 5, the scale factor SF is

SF = (2"385 ft2)(851bf) = 10.3 (33)
(0.3277 )q_ )(60 lbf)

It is easy to show that this scale factor also applies to
the centerlines and limits of the control charts.

Within-Group Checks

Our within-group checks during a customer test are
conducted as follows:

1. Prior to the test, pre-test estimates of crg and

cr_ for the uncorrected nomaal- and axial-force

and pitching-moment coefficients in balance

coordinates are made using the scaling described

in the previous subsection (see Table 5).

2. One repeat-run set at one test condition is
obtained at the onset of the test. The data are

analyzed and displayed as described above for a

check standard test with the exception that the

range plot uses scaled centerlines and control

limits based on the value of 6" found in Step 1.

3. An identical repeat-run set is obtained' and

analysis conducted at the conclusion of the test

for the same configuration and test condition.

4.5

4.0 i

13.s!
6 3.0

2.5

_ 2.0

_ 1.5

,9o 1.0

0.5

0.0

-5

.... lz .... Z

4 i ........_ 0 i

o! °! o
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Angle of Attack, degrees

Figure 20 - Quick-look within-group range plot for
example customer test of Table 5. Repeat run-set 1,

beginning of the test.

An example within-group check analysis for a

customer test is given in Figures 19-22. The scaling

information is given in Table 5 and was derived in

the previous subsection. We remind the reader that

there is nothing significant about the dispersion

results lying below the scaled centerline. Such a

result is to be expected for roughly half of the

samples from any measurement process. If all of the

customer results over many tests lay below the

centerline (or all above it), then we would have to

reconsider the scaling process. We will discuss that

subject in more depth two subsections below.

For Test 1729, then, the repeat-run checks show no

evidence that the balance measurement process is

out-of-control .............. Within-groiip variation

compared to the-sc-a[ed claeckstandai=d da/al
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Figure 21 - Quick-look plots of original data and

residuals for example customer test of Table 5. Repeat

run-set 2, end of the test.
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Figure 22 - Quick-look within-group range plot for

example customer test of Table 5. Repeat run'set 2, end

of the test.

Within- Test Checks
Within-test checks for a customer test are carried out

as follows: The averages of the data for the two run
sets, at the nominal angles of attack, are subtracted.
The absolute values of those differences are then

displayed in the same manner as for individual
repeat-run sets with the exception that the values are
compared to the scaled centerlines and limits for the
moving range. The within-test check for the example
of Table 5 is given in Figures 23 and 24.

An objection could be raised that it not appropriate to
compare within-test dispersion to across-test
dispersion. Before we adopted the present procedures
we obtained several groups in a typical check
standard test. Although the results are sparse, it
seems reasonable to assume for the interim that the

within-test variation might account for roughly 80%
of the across-test variation. We will suggest a way of
examining this estimate in the next subsection.

2
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l i ,. I
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Figure 23 - Quick-look plots of averages and residuals

about the grand averages for example customer test of

Table 5.
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Figure 24 - Quick-look within-test moving-range plot

for example customer test of Table 5.

As above for the within-group variation, there is no
evidence that the between-group variation is out-of-
control.
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Control-Chart Checks of Scaling Method

The central problem of scaling is determining

whether it is satisfactory in the face of the wide

confidence limits to be expected for sampling for

dispersion. For example, the confidence limits for the
population standard deviation (simple statistical

control) are given in Figure 25 as a fimction of the

number of observations. It is obvious from_re
that small numbers of observations are not sufficient

and that we need roughly 20 observations (19 degrees

of freedom) to capture the dispersion appropriately

for measurement uncertainty statements.

Furthermore, since the across-test reproducibility is

by far the dominant level of variation, it is clear that
we need 20 check standard tests to evaluate it

satisfactorily.

At presentl Of Course, we are also lacking definitive

information regarding the dependence of the

dispersion on the instrument limits. Our approach to

dealing with this problem is to use control charts to

that my result can be updated in the future if new

information or data become available?"

100.0

10.0

E
.J

C
0

1.0

0.1

_, _i I I 1

>_ i ....i........._.....
] ! .....i
] i [
J I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
track the actual dispersion results for the customer

tests scaled to the conditions of the check standard

tests. However, we have not yet compiled enough

data using the recently adopted procedures to

confidently interpret the results.

Reporting Measurement Reproducibility
In our View the_ AN$i/NCSL_SO Guide is definitive

in the matter of reporting measurement uncertainty.

We quote from section 71114 6f'fl:ie Gtiid_ 4

Although in practice the amount of information necessary

to document a measurement result depends on its intended

use, the basic principle of what is required remains

unchanged." when reporting the result of a measurement

and its uncertainty, it is preferable to err on the side of

providing too much information rather than too little. For
example, one should

a) describe clearly the methods used to calculate the

measurement result and its uncertainty fi'bm the

experimental observations and input data;

b) list all uncertainty components and document fully

how they were evaluated,"

Number of Observations In Sample

Figure 25 - Confidence limits for sample standard
deviation for simple siafistFca_ cohtrol for sampling
from a process governed by the Gaussian distributionY

For the complex testing carried out in wind-tunnels

and other types of ground testing facilities, carrying

out the prescriptions of the Guide may seem

excessively burdensome. However, not carrying them

out essentially negates the value of the uncertainty

effort. We have adopted, or are about to adopt,

several procedures to reduce the burden to reasonable

levels. First, we are committing all of our data quality

assurance efforts to management by the ISO 9000

standard.'" Second, we are placing our test

documentation and analysis results on special web

sites for access by our customers. 38 These sites not

only make the information readily available to the

customer in a timely (and secure) manner at whatever

level of detail they may desire, but also allow us to

archive them electronically to a high degree of safety

for further analysis if required.

c) present the data analysis in such a way that each

of its important steps can be readily followed and

the calculation of the reported result can be

independently repeated if necessary;

d) give all corrections and constants used in the

analysis and their sources.

A test of the foregoing list is to ask oneself Wave l

provided enough information in a sufficiently clear manner

We believe that the following infonrmtion should be

included in any wind-tunnel measurement assurance

statement that is based on statistical quality control

and the methods described in this paper:

** At Langley Research Center, the ISO 9000 management

process is known as the Langley Management System

(LMS).
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1. An accessible reference to the overall

measurement assurance scheme for the

tunnel of interest. The reference should

include the following:

a. A description of the check standard

testing process;

b. The control charts and quick-look

plots for the check standard testing

process;

c. The scaling methodology in use;

d. The control-chart checks on the

scaling methodology.

2. A description of the scaled predictions for

the customer test of interest. This should be

provided soon enough prior to the test that

the customer can change the test matrix or

experimental design if necessary.

3. The quick-look plots for the repeatabiIity

(range) and reproducibility (moving range),

including comments on whether the

measurement dispersion results are within

the process limits.

4. If the measurement dispersion results are

within the process limits, then a clear

statement should be made that the scaled

values of d',_ and d'_ = _ + d'_ are the

tunnel staffs best estimate of the

repeatability and reproducibility

respectively.

5. For separated flow regions, it is

recommended to the customer that they

multiply the reported values for

ry,_, o-h_, cr for attached flow by the ratio ...........

of the separated-flow scatter to the attached-

flow scatter as observed in the repeat-run

checks.

and customer checks will serve to establish that

the process is stable and give unequivocal

estimates of the measurement process standard

deviations and degrees of freedom.

We have also described the specific data gathering

and analysis procedures that we have adopted for

carrying out the above prescription for credible

measurement.

Finally, we remark that, while we believe we have

followed the essential prescriptions of Shewhart,

Eisenhart, Schumacher and NIST, they are not

responsible for any errors of application or

interpretation that we might have made.

Final Remarks

In this paper we argue, having adopted the methods

of Shewhart, Eisenhart, Schumacher and NIST, that
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2,

3.

4.

5.

1. The precision measurement processes of ground

testing must be predictable and have a "right"
answer.

2. To be predictable and have a right answer, the 6.

measurement processes must be in statistical
control.

7.
3. Any estimate of the right answer is meaningless

without a credible estimate of the process

standard deviation together with the degrees of 8.
freedom associated with that estimate.

4. Using statistical control charts together with a

continuing data base of check standard results
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